High-efficiency flow-through induction heating
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Abstract: This study reports a newly designed induction heating system for efficient, fast, and safe flow-through heating. The system has a very simple architecture, which is composed of a transmitting coil, an isolating plastic pipe, and an embedded metal shell. Wireless energy transfer from the external coil to the internal metal shell through the pipe is essential for decreasing losses. On the other hand, induction heating systems have different industrial and domestic applications like metal melting and forming, and induction ovens. Generating hot water is another important application for induction heating systems. Hot water is used quite often in household goods such as in dishwashers, washing machines, steam irons, kettles, and coffeemakers; and its production demands a considerable amount of power. As a consequence of its process and design simplicities, the hot water production is achieved with conductive heating in most commercial applications. However, environmental and material losses, i.e. heat spread due to conduction and convection together with infrared (IR) radiation, limit the efficiency of the conventional conduction heaters. Also, it is necessary to take precautions against heating parts of the instrument that are unwanted to be heated to a high temperature which may harm the users, because the generated heat energy can be transferred conductively not only to the target fluid but also to other parts of the instrument. Immersing heater into the fluid is one possible way to overcome contact losses and decrease IR radiation. However, this method is neither useful nor safe if electric power leaks into the water for conventional conductive heaters. On the other hand, in the induction heating process, without any electric power leakage problem because of the nature of wireless power transmission, it is, in principle, possible to minimise environmental and material thermal losses.

In induction fluid heating, two classes of methods are used. In the first category, fluid is gathered in a chamber or tank where it is heated up inductively [8, 9]. However, in this process the fluid flow rate decreases and additional energy is required for pumping. In the second class, on the other hand, fluid is heated inductively while flowing. By this way, fluid's continuous flow at a constant rate is achieved. In addition, possibly by supplying dense magnetic energy, high-energy transfer rate and high efficiency can be obtained in tankless heating systems.

In the literature, there are previous reports about tankless fluid induction heating. In some of these studies heating was achieved by induction heating of metal and/or ferromagnetic pipe in which the fluid flows [10, 11]. However, in this case, since the fluid is in contact with the pipe from only its inner wall, achieving the uniform fluid heating is not possible. Also, environmental heat losses from the pipe's outer wall dramatically degrade the system efficiency. In other studies, as another approach, induction heating is achieved with the help of metal heater immersed in a fluid [12–24]. In such systems non-metallic pipe, coil, and heat exchanger, i.e. metal heater, are placed. Since the pipe is non-metallic and the heat exchanger is immersed into the fluid, the heat loss is caused only by the heating of the coil due to the self-resistance and the current passing through it. Resistance variations of such wire windings have been previously studied in the literature [25, 26]. In the reported systems, different types of heat exchanger have been investigated. These include cylindrical and spiral heater structures with involuted shapes towards the centre [12–17], carbon ceramic heaters that consist of many thin axial tubes [15–18], heaters with metal layer structure [17–21], and heaters with an iron core rod stick at the centre and foamed metals with ring shapes placed around the stick [22]. Although these structures provide high contact surface and uniform heating, they are complex and not suitable for mass production. Also, the heater with an iron core rod stick at its centre and ring shape foamed metals around the stick might decrease the fluid's flow rate [22]. Heaters with unusual geometries such as cork screw and star shapes were also reported [23, 24]. However, these structures are complex for low-cost manufacturing. Also, these are not optimum for inducing large continuous eddy current. To induce a strong eddy current, the heater geometry needs to be continuous and has the same orientation with that of the coil.

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a newly designed simple induction flow-through heating system. In the proposed system, water in an isolating plastic pipe is heated up by a metal heater with cylindrical shell geometry. Different than the previous reports, this architecture uniquely combines the first and second arrangements of the flow-through heaters into a simple structure where the flowing fluid is kept inside the electrically and thermally
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2 Numerical study

2.1 Conventional conductive pipe heating system

Our analysis is done with a conductive heating system that is used in a commercial dishwasher. The system is shown in Fig. 1. Here there exist a metal pipe and a metal wire wound around the pipe. Heating of the flowing water inside the pipe is achieved with conduction heat transfer from the metal winding to the water through the pipe. The system was numerically simulated with 3D electromagnetic and thermal solver based on its real dimensions. In the simulations, the system was first modelled in 3D and electromagnetic fields and related quantities such as electrical currents and ohmic power losses were calculated at each mesh point over the system. After calculating electromagnetic fields and related quantities, these results were implemented in the thermal solver. Since electrical and magnetic fields are calculated and electrical and magnetic properties of system parts such as electrical permeability, magnetic permeability, electrical resistivity etc. are known together with material properties including thermal conductivity, heat capacity, material density, and so on, in thermal solver by using these data arisen heat energies over the system and radiation of these energies between the system parts and environment are calculated. The modelled system structure is shown in Figs. 2a–c.

In these figures, pipe, water, and copper wire are represented with grey, blue, and yellow colours, respectively. The pipe has a cylindrical shape with 0.8 mm wall thickness and 145 mm axis length. The copper wire is wound around the pipe such that it has 5.65 mm radius and six turns covering part of the pipe surface with ~80 mm length and water fills the pipe completely. Although, in reality, water is flowing, in our simulations we modelled water as a static medium. In addition, in simulations the state changes and hysteresis of the water and the other materials are ignored for easy understanding of the system behaviour. Otherwise, if the state changes and hysteresis of the materials are not ignored then changes in material properties with temperature and state variations should be considered, which makes the analysis complex.

The system was analysed both electromagnetically and thermally. It is seen that all the input power is dissipated in the copper wire as an ohmic loss. Since measured power dissipation in the system was ~1800 W, in our simulations we first set the total dissipated power in the system to be equal with the real system. However, in these simulations water temperature was calculated to exceed 100°C very quickly. Although in reality water boils over 100°C, in simulations water temperature can exceed 100°C because of ignoring state changes of the materials. Therefore, we repeated our simulations with total dissipated power in the system to be equal to 50 W. In this paper, for a more fair comparison with the measurement results, simulation results with 50 W power dissipation in the system are given. Fig. 2d shows the temperature distribution of the modelled system for 200 s after the power is turned on.

Additionally, the temperature distribution on a constant cross-sectional y plane in Fig. 2d, which passes through the centre of the system, is illustrated in Fig. 3a. In this figure, black lines are drawn to indicate the end points of the pipe. In Figs. 3a and 2d copper wire's heating to high-temperature levels is seen. This heat is conductively transferred to the pipe and then to the water. On the other hand, there is heat spread to the environment, too, but this is a loss of energy, which decreases the system efficiency. In these figures, the non-uniform heating of the water is also observed. As expected, water heats up starting from the sides in contact with the metal pipe. In Fig. 3b the temperature distribution of the system along the line at the constant z = 40 mm in Fig. 3a, which passes almost through the middle of the system, is shown for various time instants. In this figure, the metal pipe's wall is pointed out with additional grids at x = ±15.25 mm and ±16.05 mm. Also, to clearly indicate its thickness, intervals between the grids are filled with black colour in the upper side of the figure. It is seen that the water temperature near the metal pipe at t = 200 s is around 45°C.

2.2 Proposed induction pipe heating system

Next, we investigated a newly designed induction heating system using systematic 3D numerical simulations. As in conventional conductive pipe heating system simulations, the proposed induction heating system was first modelled and then analysed with electromagnetic and thermal solvers. The modelled system structure is shown in Fig. 4. In the designed system, the metal pipe is replaced with a non-magnetic, thermally isolating, and high-temperature tolerant material. One of such pipes that have these features and are commercially available is a plastic pipe, which
In this figure, only the inner PPR layer of the plastic pipe and the metal shell are in contact with the water. Here we used stainless steel (AISI 420) for the shell material because of its high magnetic permeability and stiffness together with its robustness against corrosion and material deformations. The immersed shell is illustrated in grey in Figs. 4b and c. As seen in this figure, only the inner PPR layer of the plastic pipe and the metal shell are in contact with the water. Therefore, the proposed system is highly resistant to corrosion and material deformations such as rust formations.

Furthermore, in the designed system, coil winding with a smaller radius and higher turn number, i.e. with a radius of 1.5 mm and 23 turns, is used. For a fair comparison, we wound the coil in the designed system to cover the part of the plastic pipe having the same length with the part of the metal pipe covered by the winding wire in the conductive heating system. The coil turn number was optimised with simulations. As the turn number increases, the magnetic field density and coupling between the coil and the metal shell enhance. In the proposed induction pipe heating system coupling between the coil and the immersed metal shell through generated magnetic flux is essential for high efficiency. However, the self-resistance of the coil increases, too, as a result of an increase in the coil's length and decrease in its cross-sectional area. During coil's optimisation input current magnitude required for 1800 W power dissipation in the system and current capacity of the wire are other issues taken into account. The coil used in the designed system is thick enough to carry the current required for 1800 W power dissipation in the system.

The designed system was studied for various metal shell dimensions. We initially set the metal shell's inner radius to 5.25 mm. Without changing the shell's inner radius, numerical simulations were repeated for three wall thicknesses that are 2, 4, and 6 mm. The immersed metal shell in the modelled heating system that is shown in Figs. 4b and c has 5.25 mm inner radius and 2 mm wall thickness.

For fair comparisons, in simulations the total dissipated powers in all systems are determined to be 50 W at 50 kHz operational frequency common for induction systems. It is observed that most of the supplied power is transferred to and dissipated on the metal shell as an ohmic loss. Since the metal shell is immersed into water, almost all of the power that turns into heat in the shell is thus transferred to the water.

Similar to the conductive system, the temperature distribution of the designed systems on a constant y plane, which passes through the midpoint of the systems, is presented in Figs. 5a-c. As in Fig. 3a, here, black lines are drawn to indicate the end points of the plastic pipe. Also, for fair comparisons with the conductive pipe heating system (see Fig. 3a) and easy detection of water heating, the minimum and maximum colour bar limits in the temperature distribution maps are set to be 25 and 100°C, respectively. The maximum limit of 100°C enables us to clearly see that the water is not boiling. In these figures, increased heat conduction from the metal shell to the water is observed. In addition, power loss to the environment is much smaller than that obtained in the conductive heating system. Since the metal pipe is replaced with the thermally isolating plastic pipe, the heat energy spreading to the environment as a loss occurs only from the copper coil. The lost power is found to be 7–10% of the input power.

Temperature increase over the coil due to lost power in the modelled induction pipe heating systems is very low. In these figures, it is represented with dark blue colours in areas just above and just below the black lines at x = 20.50–20.50 mm, respectively, indicating end points of the plastic pipe. Since heat energy arisen on the coil as a result of its self-heating is very low, unlike the conductive heating system, in the modelled induction pipe heating systems very small energy is transferred to the medium around the coil and materials in contact with it. Therefore, in these figures, the dark blue colours continue in the x- and z-direction. It is calculated that the temperature of the coil at t = 200 s reaches to 27.3, 26.9,
and 26.6°C in the systems, where metal shell thicknesses are 2, 4, and 6 mm, respectively. These temperatures are much lower than the temperature of copper wire reaches at $t = 200$ s in the conventional conductive heating system, which is around 47.2°C (see Fig. 3). As expected, the relationship between the highest temperature values of the coil in the systems is the same with the relationship between ohmic power losses in the coil (see Table 1), such that the temperature that coil reaches and the ohmic power loss in the coil are found to be highest for the system in which the metal shell with 2 mm wall thickness is used. Similarly, the temperature that the coil reaches and the power loss in the coil are calculated to be lowest in the system in which the metal shell with 6 mm wall thickness is placed.

Furthermore, in these figures it is also clear that the temperature distribution of the water is more uniform than that obtained before with conductive heating system. Since the water is in contact with the metal shell from its inner and outer surfaces, more uniform and quicker heating is achieved.

In Fig. 5d the temperature of the systems along a constant line through the middle of the system and at the intersection of constant $y$ and constant $z$ planes at $t = 200$ s is shown. In this figure, the walls of the immersed shell are marked with black lines. The metal shell reaches higher temperatures when its wall becomes thinner. This is expected because in the simulations it is seen that the percentage of the input power coupled to and dissipated in the shell does not change too much with its wall thickness. Resultantly, the same amount of power increases the temperature of the thin metal shell more with respect to the thick metal shell. In addition, because of the high metal shell temperature, water inside the thin shell heats more. However, a decrease in the temperature of the water outside the metal shell is faster in the case that a thin shell is used. This is due to the large water mass outside the shell.

We further studied the system with a metal shell having a 7.25 mm inner radius. Simulations were repeated with metal shells having different wall thicknesses. In simulations, again the total dissipated power in the systems is set to 50 W at 50 kHz frequency. Temperature map of the systems on the constant $y$ plane that passes through the midpoint of the systems 200 s after the power is on is shown in Figs. 6a and b. Similar observations within Figs. 5a–c are done here. Also, in Fig. 6c the temperature of the systems at $t = 200$ s on constant line that passes through the middle of the systems is shown. Again, immersed shell walls are pointed out with black lines.

In Fig. 6c metal shells reach to lower temperatures than shells having the same wall thicknesses in Fig. 5d. This is because of the mass of the metal shell, which is proportional to shell’s inner radius. However, the low temperature of the shell causes a decrease in heating speed of the fluid because the conduction heat transfer rate from metal shell to the water is proportional with the temperature gradient between them. In addition, the plastic pipe’s temperature is higher in Fig. 6c than that seen in Fig. 5d. This is expected because as shell’s radius increases, it gets closer to the pipe and water volume between the pipe and the metal shell decreases. However, heating of the pipe is unwanted and causes loss in the system.

Lastly, a system with an immersed metal shell having an inner radius of 9.25 mm was examined for two different wall thicknesses. As in previous simulations, total dissipated powers in

### Table 1 Power losses and transferred power in systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner radius, mm</th>
<th>Wall thickness, mm</th>
<th>Total dissipated power, W</th>
<th>Ohmic power loss in wire, W</th>
<th>Transferred power to metal shell, W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>5.14 (10.28%)</td>
<td>44.86 (89.72%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>4.12 (8.24%)</td>
<td>45.88 (91.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>3.29 (6.58%)</td>
<td>46.71 (93.42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>3.99 (7.98%)</td>
<td>46.01 (92.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>3.27 (6.54%)</td>
<td>46.73 (93.46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>3.25 (6.50%)</td>
<td>46.75 (93.50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>2.85 (5.70%)</td>
<td>47.15 (94.30%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the systems are calculated to be 50 W at 50 kHz frequency. The temperature distribution of the new systems at \( t = 200 \) s on the constant \( y \) plane that passes through the middle of the systems is shown in Figs. 7a and 7b.

In these figures it is seen that the system cannot heat water around the centre to temperature levels obtained in previous cases. This is because of the existing large water mass inside the metal shell. On the other hand, now less water occupies the volume between the pipe and the metal shell. Therefore, water in this volume is heated up more but this causes more heating of the pipe and so larger loss. These observations are also made in Fig. 7c. In this figure, the temperature of the systems at \( t = 200 \) s on constant line, which is the intersection of constant \( y \) and constant \( z \) planes that pass through the centre of the system, is shown.

Note that temperature of the plastic pipe reaches up to 58° and 63° at \( x = \pm 14.50 \) mm points, where the pipe and the water are in contact, in systems in which 2 and 4 mm thick metal shells are used, respectively. These values are higher than those obtained previously. However, the temperature of the water around the centre is lower than 50°C, which is below the water temperatures at the system’s centre reached in previous systems.

For further comparisons, the temperature profile of the designed systems with metal shells having the same 2 mm thickness but different inner radii, i.e. 5.25, 7.25, and 9.25 mm, along the constant line, which passes through the middle of the systems, at the intersection of constant \( y \) and constant \( z \) planes at \( t = 200 \) s is
The temperature of the water inside the system depends not only on the ratio of the power transferred from coil to the metal shell but also on other parameters including the inner radius and wall thickness of the shell. The temperature that metal shell reaches increases as the shell’s inner radius and thickness decreases, which results in the high-temperature gradient between the shell and the water and thus rapid heat transfer. Therefore, for system applications in which the fluid flow rate is high, it is preferred to use a thin metal shell that allows for quick heat transfer from the metal shell to the water while having a power transfer ratio similar to that obtained with a thick metal shell. On the other hand, for system applications in which the fluid flow rate is low or fluid circulates through our designed induction pipe heating system and is heated up continuously it is better to place a thick metal shell.

In Table 1 calculated power losses and transferred power in the systems are given. It is seen that for all the cases coupling between the metal shell and the coil is large. Therefore, in the designed system most of the supplied power, i.e. ≥90% of the supplied power, is transferred to and dissipated on the metal shell as an ohmic loss.

In this table, the percentage value of transferred power to the metal shell increases with both its inner radius and wall thickness but this increase is not too high.

### 3 Measurements

As proof of demonstration, we have manufactured a prototype of induction pipe heating device and had experimented with static water. The photo of the prototype is given in Fig. 9.

The prototype consists of copper winding wire, plastic pipe, and a metal shell from outside to inside. Their geometric parameters are the same as those we set in our simulations. However, to decrease the ohmic power loss in the winding further, the coil is made of several litz wires. In addition, different from our simulations, plastic holders are located between the metal shell and the plastic pipe. Since their volumes are too small and they are made of non-magnetic materials, these plastic holders do not affect the heating of water inside the pipe.

We have investigated the manufactured device with heating measurements. The schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10. In the measurement setup, the designed prototype is connected to an ac power supply. Again, similar within our simulations, the plastic pipe is filled with water and the metal shell is immersed into the water. Water is static and has ~78,600 mm$^3$ volume. Also, as in simulations, here real supplied power was set around 50 W at 50 kHz frequency. Images captured by a thermal camera from the top side at various time instants are shown in Fig. 11.

In this figure, the uniform heating of the water is clearly seen. In subfigures a, b, and c the blue coloured arc is to prevent IR reflections from the metal and to identify the shell we stuck a thermal resistant Kapton tape on the part of the metal shell. In addition, the heat loss occurred from the heating coil to the environment is observed to be considerably small with respect to conductive heating systems. As seen, in subfigure d the pipe temperature is around 50°C while the water inside it has a temperature of ~75°C. These results were expected and deduced before in our simulations. In Fig. 12 water temperature increase with time is presented for two points that are inside and outside the metal shell. These points are marked with blue and black dots in the inset having harmony with plots.

The energy that is transferred to and heats up the water is calculated by using (1):

$$Q = d \times V \times C \times \Delta T$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $d$ and $C$ are the material density ($1 \times 10^{-6}$ kg/mm$^3$) and the specific heat (4181 J/kg°C) of the water. Also, $V$ is the volume (19,000 mm$^3$ inside the metal shell and 59,600 mm$^3$ outside the shell) of the water and $\Delta T$ is the temperature change (33.5°C for
shown that the designed induction heating system is very efficient. As several litz strands play a role in having a very small difference in the water inside the shell and 31.1°C for the water outside the shell). It is found that 10,411 J energy was transferred to the water and increased its temperature. Since 50 W power was supplied over 214 s on average, the energy that is transferred to and heats up the water is found to be 97% (10,411/(50 × 214)) of the total real energy supplied to the system, which is very close to the percentage values given in Table 1. In addition to fluctuations in the supplied power, the energy dissipated for the shell’s temperature increases and the additional energy required for state change during water’s evaporation together with winding the coils as several litz strands play a role in having a very small difference between the percentage values of the transferred power to metal shell calculated in simulations and the measured result.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a newly designed induction pipe heating system is presented. With 3D numerical simulations and measurements, the energy transfer efficiency and heating speed of the designed system are investigated and results are compared with those of a conductive heating system exists in commercial dishwashers. It is found that 10,411 J energy was transferred to the water in the designed system is calculated to achieve 94% and in measurement it is found as 97%. Also, with simulations it is demonstrated that the power transfer efficiency in the designed heating system is almost independent of the immersed metal shell’s dimensions.

Another advantage of the designed induction heating system is uniform fluid heating. Uniform heating of the system is demonstrated with both simulations and measurement. Furthermore, while heating, the ambient temperature of the designed system is found to be lower than that of the conductive heater, which makes the designed induction heating system safer for users. The findings of this study are beneficial for applications that require fast and efficient fluid heating. The current extension of this work focuses on the design of a commercial household appliance on which the induction flow-through heating system is used.
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